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I’m a passionate, self-motivated PHP Developer who is committed, organised and looking to continue building great web
solutions and be part of a team of enthusiasts programmers. My strongest area is REST API’s and bespoke builds.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Extreme Creations

BACKEND WEB DEVELOPER

At Extreme I work as part of a large team of developers on their custom built
eCommerce and REST APIs. Using a strong git-workflow the aim is to modularise
code to allow future extensibility and interfacing.

Current Role
< 1 Year
Apr 2017-Now

Core technologies include: PHPUnit TDD, Phalcon Framework, MongoDB and Sage
Pay. My role involves building API components, working with craft plugins and
maintaining ElasticSearch implementation.

XIVDB.com (14 DB)

DEVELOPER AND DIRECTOR

Starting out as a small web crawler I have built this site into massive community
database and player tracking website. The site hosts complex features such as; a
extensive and open REST API, dynamic character progression, multi-million player
daily monitoring and cross-globe server synchronisations (US to Japan). Built in
Symfony 3 it hosts several million users a month and maintains a healthy growth
forecast. I worked full time on this project after graduating from 2014 to 2015.

joi polloi

WEB DEVELOPER

Maintainer
6 Years
Dec 2013-Now

3 Years
Mar 2015-2017

Working to a fast agile plan, my roles included building bespoke CMS system,
voting tools and merchandise tracking systems. Working entirely with Symfony 3
and various UI frameworks (bootstrap/Semantic) I integrated into many 3rd party
tools such as; Fitbit, AWS, Paypal and SSO integrations.
Over my time my role extended to AWS management and sometimes I even built a
frontend using SASS, webpack.

EUI USER SUPPORT TECHNICIAN
Part of my University degree I had the chance to live in Italy and do User Support
for the European University Institute. This was my first foot at working in a large
professional environment and helped hone my life skills. My roles included;
maintain the support desk, classroom and lab computer setup, large scale OS and
software distribution (several hundred computers at once) and my long term
project involved building much of their intranet and implementing templates.

1 Year
2011-2012
University Work
Placement
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KEY SKILLS AND TECH
PHP 8+ years

HTML, CSS, JAVASCRIPT 8+ years

MYSQL, POSTGRES 6+ years

SYMFONY 3+ years

NODEJS 4+ years

VAGRANT, DOCKER 1+ year

LINUX (UBUNTU) 3+ years

C#, PYTHON 3+ years

ANSIBLE, AWS 3+ years

EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD

BSc COMPUTING SCIENCE
2009-2013

My studies at the Huddersfield University taught me an array of
subjects such as; computation mathematics ½ (Inc. MATLAB),
formal aspects of AI in CS (Prolog logic and Java), integrative
projects, networking, bots, UML and database management.
Investigating the pros and cons of different multi-client web
technologies such as query polling and websockets and building
a concept application to backup the research.

UNIVERSITY THESIS

Multi-Client Web Integrations
LEEDS COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY

BTEC DIPLOMA IN MEDIA PRODUCTION
2007-2009

Media production course that consisted of: web development,
sound in interactive media, 3D modelling in Maya, web animation
(rip Flash), working to industry briefs and research techniques.

Walked away with:

COCKBURN COLLEGE OF ARTS

GCSE + ICT GNVQ

- 7 A-C’s,
- 4 Distinction pieces of ICT coursework
- 2 Passed ICT exams

2001-2006

REFERENCES
Supervisor

Freelance Customer

College Lecturer

PROFESSIONAL

PROFESSIONAL

CHARACTER

Mr Martin Legner

Scott Najac

Work: European University Institute
Email: margin.legner@eui.eu

Email: scott@infinnity.co.uk

Janet
Phone: 07450 130 014
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